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Lt. Cmdr. John C. Waldron Memorial Bridge
Pierre & Fort Pierre, SD

AGE IS ONLY A NUMBER
Most of the country's bridges were designed for a lifespan of 50 years. Right
now, the average U.S. bridge is 43 years old, so an increasing number of
bridges will soon need major rehabilitation or retirement. The current bridge
connecting the communities of Pierre and Fort Pierre was built in 1962,
which means it is currently on its 59th year of life. The bridge has undergone
great maintenance and upkeep by the SDDOT, but as it has far surpassed its
design life expectancy, a new structure is needed to take on its daily loads.
With the new build will also come some major enhancements; aesthetically
but also to help with safety and functionality. The new bridge is being built just
10 feet north of the existing structure. This new alignment will help with
alignment at the connection of Deadwood Street in Fort Pierre and improve
line of sight for both directions. In addition, the new structure will give a foot
and a half of added shoulder space in each direction, giving better access for
emergency vehicles.
For pedestrian and bicyclists, a 12-foot shared use path will be located on
the south side, an expansion from the current 5-foot walkway on the existing
bridge. This will be a major improvement for the functionality and safety of
pedestrians and bicyclists.
To learn more on the new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge project and view project
pictures, please visit the website at www.pierre-ftpierrebridge.com.
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